
Trust, Empathy, Commitment, Respect, and 
Genuineness are the values on which McMan 
establishes relationships with clients, employees 
and the community we serve.

Trust: McMan honours individuals by providing a confidential

and consistent approach to relationships.

Empathy: McMan connects with each individual in order to

understand their unique situation.

Commitment: McMan is focused, engaged and dedicated to

each individual we support.

Respect: McMan acknowledges and considers each

individual’s situation, thoughts and values.

Genuineness: McMan embraces honesty, sincerity and

remains judgement-free when working with individuals.
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McMan Youth, Family and Community Services wishes to express its sincere appreciation to 

the individuals and organizations who have contributed to and supported the Association. 

Together, we are making a difference in our community.

Success Story 

Today I write a story about a family that came to the CSD program in December of 2020. The parents, at this time 
were 19 years old and were parenting a 7-month-old and a 12-month-old. In June of 2020 Children’s Services 
became involved due to mom’s mental health and not having a safe care giver in the home as well as domestic 
violence. Due to mom and dad not being able to build a network and create safety the children were placed in foster 
care. Mom and dad began having weekly visits and began working collaboratively with Children’s Services and 
McMan. The CSD team began building a relationship with the parents and worked on building a support and safety 
network. This took time as the parents were reluctant at bringing people into their personal lives.

As time passed and relationships were being created mom and dad began trusting the foster parents as we 
introduced a communication book. Once they felt comfortable communicating in this way, they felt comfortable to 
meet in person. This was amazing!!! The CSD team watched the family begin building their network and began 
growing as people. Mom and dad moved from Drumheller to Strathmore and began counseling, meeting people, 
and creating their safety network.

Visits continued, the foster parents would help transport the kiddos and participate in the visits, and the kids saw 
the relationship between the people that they love the most blossom.

During our involvement mom and dad welcomed a new member to their family. They demonstrated over time that 
they were able to care and provide safety for their new babe. The family continued to travel to Red Deer for many 
months with the continued effort of building their network, attending counseling, and getting a home for their 
family.

The CSD team, mom, dad, and their network would meet to safety plan and begin working on transitioning the kids 
home. A trajectory was created, and the kids transitioned home during the month of December 2022 and January 
2022. The caseworker attended court on January 31st, 2022 and applied for a Supervision Order which was granted 
and then worked with the Strathmore Children’s Services office to have the file transferred.
This family has worked so hard, built a strong relationship with the foster parents, showed courage through their 
vulnerability regarding creating a safety network, and has demonstrated that they are able to keep their kids safe.



Highlights from the year included:

Making a difference

Program Success Story

An infant came into McMan Foster Care at the age of 5 
months. She arrived with a multitude of medical needs 
including prenatal exposure to drugs, feeding issues 
(requiring a feeding tube), and heart trouble (requiring 
oxygen). She was on a strict regimen of sterile and 
specialized medical assistance; visit and environmental 
restrictions; and ongoing doctor’s appointments in 
Edmonton to monitor her vulnerable health care 
needs. She spent a significant amount of time as an 
“observer” in life as opposed to the “participant” that 
her twin was. This continued for nearly a year and a 
half. With quality care and a loving foster family to 
nurture her every need, she developed into an amazing 
toddler. While she continues to develop at a slower 
pace, she has progressed immensely. She is meeting 
milestones and catching up to her twin. She sits up well 
in her highchair, she eats well and feeds herself finger 
foods. If her twin feeds her, she eats whatever is shared 
and she stands up for herself when her twin tries to 
take it back. She can climb and run-down grassy hills 
the minute her caregivers take their eyes off her. She 
learned how to walk backwards. She can say 10 words 
and she is showing her true, happy go lucky and very 
social personality. She likes to swing and no longer 
requires oxygen on a regular basis. She loves to hear 
drumming music and will participate by drumming 
along on her hand drum.

Clients Served

  People with Disabilities

  Children and Youth

  Families

  Parents/ Caregivers

Our Mission
To support and encourage individuals 

and families to reach their full potential 

as members of their community.

Testimonial
A 21-year-old Aboriginal Male completed a 42-day 
treatment program at Pound Maker’s Lodge Treatment 
Centre, discharging on April 14th. He reported that the 
experience was life changing and he was able to deal 
with past trauma’s that he had not dealt with in the 
past. He is currently 109 days sober off meth and has 
reported wanting to stay sober. When returning to Red 
Deer he re-connected with his sober friends and 
attended nightly meetings. He found a new place to live 
and has applied for full time employment. He has 
established a healthy daily routine including healthy 
eating, meetings, and exercise. He received his Covid-19 
vaccination independently. Youth Worker has observed 
him to be more confident and social. He self-reports that 
his anxiety and paranoia are no longer an issue, and he 
can go into public with no concerns. He completes tasks 
independently such as grocery shopping, phone calls and 
meetings.

• 100% of respondents in our Stakeholder 
Survey are satisfied with McMan's services 
overall.

• 86% of clients said that their McMan worker 
helped them connect to other people and 
resources in their community.

• 100% of staff are satisfied with their job

• 100% of Foster Care Providers feel they have 
the support and resources to do their job well.

• 92% of clients felt supported by their McMan 
worker over the past year.

Our success is the community’s success. 
With the ongoing support of our funders, 
donors, partners, Board and volunteers, 
McMan Youth, Family and Community 
Services Association is ready for the challenges 
and achievements ahead in 2022/23.
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CSD began working with a family in April 2021. Two parents had been 
struggling significantly with their preteen daughter’s behaviors and 
mental health, and had delivered their daughter to Children’s Services, 
advising that they couldn’t handle her anymore. McMan and CS began 
working with the family right away: their child began residing in group 
care, and staff began working intensively with the parents in their 
home. The parents struggled with the involvement and noted that they 
were feeling overwhelmed and defeated. McMan, CS, and group home 
staff came together regularly to meet with the parents and discuss the 
struggles that they were having; after some time, even though the 
young person was still displaying some challenging behaviors, the 
parents began to express that they were starting to feel seen and heard, 
since professionals were also having challenges in dealing with their 
child. After a lengthy period of out-of-home care, the young person 
began to stabilize, and the parents started to report feeling more 
hopeful. McMan continued to work intensively with the parents in 
their home, and to develop their network of natural supports, as the 
parents had isolated themselves from their community while they were 
struggling. After 7 months of gradually increasing contact, everyone 
felt ready for the young person to return to parental care. The parents 
expressed it was important for them to know that McMan and CS 
didn’t expect everything to go perfectly – that everyone was prepared 
for their family to have some struggles, but that the focus was on how 
they dealt with those struggles that mattered. After returning to 
parental care, McMan continued to provide in home support and 
network coordination support to the family. The ups and downs that 
the team had discussed eventually came to pass, but the parents 
worked with and around their daughter and communicated with all of 
their network and professional team. Now, after almost 1 year of 
involvement, the parents are supporting their daughter more 
successfully. They discuss how McMan has helped them to understand 
their daughter’s mental health struggles better, and how they are now 
able to communicate much better with each other. The team is hopeful 
to close the family’s file in upcoming weeks.

CSD was able to continue to offer Family Group Conferencing 
in all three of the CSD sites (Olds, Drumheller and Stettler) 
despite the pandemic as staff adapted the service to offer it 
virtually. 

Many children in the CSD programs were placed with family 
or in formalized kinship care which demonstrates the success 
in the work of CSD and the goal of keeping children connected 
to family or significant people in their lives as much as 
possible. 

FASD Outreach staff were able to maintain connection with all 
clients through outdoor visits and virtual means and still 
provided transportation to and from appointments.

The FANS program is highly sought out by other community 
services and referrals are constant. The young adults who 
accessed the program have received support with education, 
getting identification, applying for financial support and 
housing referrals. The connection to healthy adults helps them 
navigate systems in an effective manner.

The FRN - in conjunction with FCSS, the Innisfail Public 
Library, AHS and the Town of Innisfail – was able to deliver 
760 youth activity bags to youth between the ages of 12-18. 
These bags included mental health resources, anxiety sensory 
tools, journals, notepads, coloring pencils and various other 
local resources available to them. The bags were dropped off at 
the Public, Catholic and Outreach schools. They were also 
available for pick up from the library for youth who are home 
schooled.

When in person programming returned, the FRN saw an 
increase in registration and consistent attendance for the 
universal programming groups. Families were happy to have 
their children engaging socially with other children and 
parents were able to learn alongside their children.

The Coordinated Entry program supported 167 individuals 
this year which is a significant increase from 52 clients the 
previous year. The three Coordinated Entry agencies have built 
strong and effective relationships in which they work together 
supporting each other as well as the homeless individuals 
needing to be housed. This has helped in advocating at the 
CAP meeting to find the best possible housing situation/
support agency for the individual. It has also aided in 
individuals to receive support in a timely manner.
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